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Top 10 Reasons Why Your Social Media Sucks

Social Media Works ...
If You Know How to Work It
If you’ve been active on social media for a while, you may have noticed one of its top
defining characteristics:
It’s survival of the fittest on steroids.

Unless you know exactly what you’re doing and play social media
like the strategic game that it is, you’re going nowhere … or worse.
I talk to countless clients who claim “Yeah, we tried social media, and it didn’t work.”
But if you’ve had a good look around, you’ve seen that social media does work … for
those who know how to work it. If it didn’t, brands like HubSpot, Zappos, and Target
would’ve abandoned it a long time ago.
These brands haven’t succeeded in the hyper-competitive social media sphere because
of massive budgets or ample personnel. They’ve succeeded because they’ve avoided
the mistakes we’ll discuss in the following pages.
And so can you.

About This E-book
We created this e-book to point out some of the most common mistakes businesses
make in their social media activities. So you can, y’know, not make them. And, um …
therefore, rock.
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Reason #1: You’re Making It All About You
The Problem
If you’ve been following my blog for a while, you might notice that I’ve only recently
started using the term “social media marketing.” The reason: I hated it. I still kind of
hate it.
Why? Because if taken literally, the term implies that all social media requires is transplanting the same old marketing messages from traditional venues into your Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn, and YouTube feeds.

Which brings us to the first mistake that could be blocking your
social success: the idea that it’s all about you.
I can hear the protestations from here: “But I’m not making it all about me. My product
helps people, and I’m just making them aware of how I solve their problems ...” I don’t
doubt that for a second, champ. The thing to keep in mind is that consumers’ attitudes
in the socialverse are completely different from their attitudes in traditional marketing
venues.

Join me in a little creative visualization:
Scenario 1: You’re sitting at a coffee shop with three or four of your friends,

chatting about work, home, kids, hobbies, whatever. All of a sudden, some
casual acquaintance of yours saunters up to your table and starts trying to sell
you on her latest multilevel marketing venture. Annoyed, you decline as politely
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as possible, and she walks away ... only to come back 5 minutes later with the
same spiel. And so it goes, over and over again, until you either leave or flatout ask her to stop bothering you.

Scenario 2:

Now imagine the same scene ... only this time, the would-be

salesperson is one of the people at your table. She engages in the group chat
about work, home, kids, hobbies, whatever, and occasionally she mentions her
business and the products she provides.

Which scenario is more likely to lead to a sale for our marketer friend?
In many ways, social media is like that coffee shop, where you go to interact with
friends, family, and colleagues—and if a brand you already know and trust pops up the
occasional marketing message, chances are you don’t mind. In fact, you might just buy
what they’re selling.

The Solution
The “know and trust” part of that statement brings us to the secret sauce in social success: engagement. If you consistently engage your audience by posting content that
resonates with their interests, the marketing messages you do put out there will fall on
more welcoming ears.
One of my favorite examples of this practice is Secret’s Facebook Page. Sure, they’re
selling deodorant, but their Page is about so much more: female empowerment, active
lifestyles, dealing with stress. Check out a couple of their recent posts, and note the
number of likes, shares, and comments:
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Sure, Secret pops in the occasional marketing message, but it’s posts like the ones
above that let the brand earn the unspoken permission to do so.
Oh, and have I mentioned that the Secret Facebook Page has 1.6 million fans?
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Turnaround Tips
• Find out what your target audience’s interests are, and build an
editorial calendar around those interests.
• Follow the 80/20 Rule: 80% of your posts should engage your
audience by speaking to their interests, while no more than
20% should contain marketing messages.
• Measure your results and adapt as needed.
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Reason #2: You’re Posting Too Often
The Problem
In a recent survey among Facebook users who have un-liked one or more Pages, the
third-most popular reason cited was “Information was published too often.”

No matter how much people like you (and that’s “like” as in the
emotion, not the Facebook activity), it’s quite possible to overdo
this social engagement thing.
So, as much as you’re tempted to share your daily specials, your employee of the
week, a funny video on YouTube, and a top-10-tips blog post all on the same day on
every single network, you could be treading very dangerous waters.

The Solution
Of course, the problem of over-posting isn’t limited to Facebook—it’s universal, although the Facebook audience is probably one of the most sensitive to it. The reason is
that when people check their feeds, they want to hear voices from all across their network, not just yours over and over again.
So to steer clear of the over-posting danger zone, stick to these guidelines:
Blog

No more than 3 times a week

Facebook

No more than twice a day

Twitter

No more than four or five times a day (and not all at once, please!)

LinkedIn

No more than 3 times a day
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Believe me, this gives you plenty of opportunity to engage your audience, and your
posts will actually have greater impact when you focus on quality over quantity.
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Turnaround Tips
• Remember that not everything has to be shared as it’s
happening.
• Make sure that each post has a solid reason behind it—and
that it’s firmly rooted in your audience’s interests and your
company’s values.
• Watch your auto-post settings. It’s easy to forget, for example,
that you set up Facebook to automatically feed into Twitter—
which could result in duplicate postings. I recommend avoiding
auto-posting altogether (see Reason #9), but if you must use
it, please do so with care.
• As always, ask your audience for feedback on all aspects of
your posts, including frequency.
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Reason #3: Your Feed Is a Ghost Town
The Problem
In the last chapter, we talked about the problems around posting too often, but much
more common is the flipside of that: not posting enough.
Chances are you started your social media marketing journey brimming with ideas of
cool content to share with your beloved followers. Fast forward a few weeks and those
ideas come few and far between ... not to mention buried under a pile of meetings, conference calls, deadlines, and other facts of business life.
Remember, one of the goals of social media marketing is to stay prominent in
your audience’s minds. And when you let your posting lag on your blog, Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn, and other social networks, it’s easy to slip from “front of mind” to “out
of sight, out of mind.”

The consistent care and feeding of your social presence is one of
the biggest challenges you’ll face in your social media marketing ...
but with some planning and discipline, you can easily handle it.
The Solution
Start thinking of your social media presence as a prize race horse. You can’t feed it
once a week and expect it to win you any races. A winning social presence, like a winning horse, takes a daily dose of TLC.
Believe it or not, you do have enough ideas and enough time to keep your social presence in top condition. All you need is a solid plan, in the form of an editorial calendar, and the discipline to follow it.
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The term “editorial calendar” may sound scary to you, but it’s really just a rough schedule of when, where, and what you’ll be posting. Sure, social media is all about real-time
interaction, and fresh topics will pop up every now and then, but you’ll need a plan for
the many, many “slow news days” that fall in between.
Think of your editorial calendar as a safeguard against those awful moments sitting in
front of a blank screen wondering what the heck you’re going to post today. And make
sure to build in strategic content to support your marketing plan, like posts related to
scheduled trade shows or product launches.
Then pull out your calendar (your regular calendar, paper or electronic) and schedule in
15 minutes a day to devote to your social presence—and stick to it. If you have a solid
plan in place, that should be all the time you need.
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Turnaround Tips
• Check out The Moosylvania Blog’s excellent post “An Editorial
Calendar Template for You (And Your Sanity)” for detailed
advice on creating your own editorial calendar and a ready-touse Excel template. Here’s the link: http://www.moosylvania.
com/blog/an-editorial-calendar-template-for-you-and-yoursanity/
• Get your team together and brainstorm ideas of topics for
posts on your blog, Facebook, and other networks. Remember
to consider audience-participation ideas like “Trivia Tuesdays”
or “Fill-in-the-Blank Fridays.”
• Add to your idea bank by surfing the content posted by
businesses in complementary industries who maintain a
successful social presence.
• As always, ask your audience for feedback on your posts and
ask for their ideas on what they’d like to see in the future.
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Reason #4: You’re Using Jargon and
Industry-Speak
The Problem
So far in our series, we’ve covered the mistakes of thinking social media’s all about
you, posting too often, and not posting often enough.

Now let’s take a look at how those posts are being written.
Remember when you were a kid, and you and your best friend made up your own
language? Obviously, you both spoke the same tongue already, so why bother creating a new one? Sure, it was fun and a great bonding experience ... but wasn’t the real
reason that you could carry on entire conversations without anyone else understanding
what you were saying?
Now that we’re all grown up (chronologically, anyway), jargon and industry-speak
have taken the place of those childhood languages. Jargon does have legitimate purposes—it offers shortcuts for communicating complex ideas and creates a common
bond among teams and departments—but it also alienates anyone who’s not in the
circle.
And when you’re trying to attract and retain customers on blogs, Facebook, Twitter, and
other social networks, that alienation can be the kiss of death.
The Solution
Recently Dan Zarrella, that beloved Social Media Scientist, did his nerdy social analysis
thing regarding language complexity and sharability on Facebook. The results may surprise you:
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Zarrella’s research confirms what social media gurus have known
for years: When it comes to social content, clear and simple sells.
And while reading grade level is the accepted standard for measuring readability, it actually has nothing to do with how well educated your audience is.
What it does concern is our expectations when we’re taking in social content. When
we’re glancing at a Twitter or Facebook feed that’s updating 10 times every minute, we
don’t have time to process long words or winding sentences. We look for simple, easily
grasped content that lets us make a split-second decision to like, comment on, or share
it—or not. And that simplicity just happens to correspond to junior-high reading level.
So if you want your content to stand a snowball’s chance in you-know-where of being
liked, commented on, or shared, can the fancy words and keep it simple.
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Turnaround Tips
• Before you click “Publish” for your next blog post or Facebook
update, copy and paste your content into the free tool at
WritingTester.com and see what reading grade level it works
out to. If it’s over 8, go back and figure out how you can
simplify your wording.
• Check your Facebook Insights and blog analytics, and see
which posts have yielded the best engagement results; you’ll
probably notice that the most successful posts are the most
simply written.
• Ask friends or family members outside your field of expertise
to review your posts and give you their feedback on any
confusing jargon.
• As always, ask your audience for feedback on your posts!
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Reason #5: You’re in the Wrong Place
The Problem
So far, we’ve covered mistakes regarding the “what,” the “how,” and the “when” of your
approach to social media.

Now let’s take a look at where your content is being posted.
You know that point in the Bugs Bunny cartoons when ol’ Bugs pops out of the ground
expecting to be in some glamorous, lush locale ... only to discover he’s in the middle of
a barren desert? Then we hear the famous line:
“I KNEW I shoulda made that left toin in Albakoikie ...”
So maybe you’ve been pretty active in social media for a while and doing everything
right ... posting content that’s not all about you ... timing your posts just right ... saving
the industry jargon for the boardroom, and ... nothing.
What went wrong? Maybe you missed your left turn in Albuquerque—and wound
up in a marketing wasteland.
When it comes to social media, all activity is not created equal. You need to be where
your current and potential customers are, or you’ll be faced with a lot of wasted effort.
The Solution
Client: “Hey, Rach, can you get me set up on Pinterest?”
Me:

“Umm, I can, but ... are you sure your customers are active on Pinterest?”

Client: “I dunno ... is that important?”
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When you start integrating social media into your marketing strategy, it’s so easy to be
drawn to every shiny object that comes into view. Pinterest is a great example: it’s (still
relatively) new, it’s insanely successful, people love it, and marketers are lining up to
grab their share of the pie ... whether it makes sense for their businesses or not.
Please believe me when I tell you this: There’s no quicker way to sabotage your social media efforts than to be spinning your wheels in places where your audience
isn’t active.
So before you draft one more post, tweet, or update, take a close look at each of your
social networks and make sure each one is helping you engage with your target market, not just the social Web as a whole.
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Turnaround Tips
• Go through your social networks one by one and get a bigpicture impression of how much traction you’re getting with
your target audience.
• If you haven’t already, it’s time to start looking at your analytics
at least once a month to see what’s working and what isn’t. For
gathering those numbers, I really like twentyfeet.com; you’ll
find it’s easy to use and reasonably priced.
• As always, you can’t go wrong asking for your audience’s
feedback; find out where they hang out in social media and
focus your efforts on those networks.
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Reason #6: You’re Not Sharing the (Link) Love
The Problem
Pull up your Facebook or Twitter feed and count how many posts include links to a Web
page, blog post, YouTube video, or other piece of online content.
A lot, right?
Sharing informative, funny, inspirational, and otherwise engaging content is the
most popular activity on the social Web. It’s our way of reaching out to our networks
and saying, “Hey, I found this and thought you’d like it.”
Do that well and your peeps will look forward to seeing your posts and appreciate your
shared interests. Do it badly—or not at all—and you’ll fade to obscurity.

Which brings us to the next top mistake: either not linking at all or
only linking to your own stuff.
The Solution
By sharing links from sources other than your own blog or website, you help yourself in
two ways:
1. You establish yourself as an influencer by sharing a variety of viewpoints in your
area of expertise.
2. You win allies among the people whose content you share … and more often
than not, they will be happy to return the favor.
That’s not to say you can never link to your own blog, website, and other stuff—after all,
we’re all in this to benefit our businesses—but make sure you balance self-promotion
(see Reason #1) with links that serve the sole purpose of engaging your audience.
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Turnaround Tips
• Create a “target list” of bloggers and other influencers whose
interests complement yours and link to their content regularly.
• Like, comment on, and share content from other influencers to
show your support for those who share your values.
• You know I’m gonna say it: talk to your audience. Find out
what other blogs, websites, and other sources they like and
appreciate, and add those to your target list.
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Reason #7: You’re Being a Debbie Downer
The Problem
Sure, social media is a place to be yourself and converse with your audience. And Lord
knows we all love to commiserate over common gripes: traffic, canceled appointments,
botched coffee orders, taxes, you name it.
But it’s possible to take it too far.
You know that one friend whose every utterance is a complaint of some kind? Don’t
you kind of cringe every time you see that person’s number on an incoming call? Well,
when you overdo the grousing, you have much the same effect on your followers.

Which brings us to today’s top mistake: Letting negative
commentary creep in until it takes over your social media feed.
The Solution
Of course, nobody expects your Facebook or Twitter feed to read like a Disney princess’ diary. What your followers want is for you to be real, and part of being real is balancing the ups, the downs, and the neutrals.
So when you write your next post, take a moment to imagine how it might come across,
especially next to your last two or three posts. Are you seeing a negative trend? If so,
you might want to think about tweaking your tone before it loses you any followers.
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Turnaround Tips
• When writing your posts, try to keep the mood light or at least
neutral, even if you’re posting about a serious subject.
• The occasional gripe is fine—just remember, everything in
moderation.
• Be mindful that your followers don’t need to know about every
traffic jam or rude store clerk who ticks you off.
• Never, never, ever complain about your customers or your
team. Ever.
• I have to say it every time: talk to your audience. Ask them
what they like most and least about your posts, and use their
feedback to drive your progress.
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Reason #8: You’re Not Engaging
The Problem
Yes, yes, the socialverse is a place to create and share quality content that aligns with
your audience’s interests ... but if that’s all you’re doing, there’s a good chance that your
social media sucks.
Because social media, folks, is not a megaphone. It’s much more like a telephone,
and if you’re not listening and responding every single day, it’s like having the coolest
phone in the world with the audio muted.
Your audience is the life’s blood of your social ecosystem, and once you get them to follow you, you need to keep showing the love every single day, in the form of liking and
sharing their stuff, thanking them for shout-outs, and making them feel like part of your
extended family.

Which brings us to today’s top mistake: Not listening to and
engaging with your audience.
The Solution
It’s so easy to get into the routine of logging on to your various social outposts once a
day, posting your daily bit, then getting on with the million other demands of the day.
And that might even help you achieve a certain level of success ... but there are limits to
how far you can go with that approach.
Because the main reason people follow a brand on social media is to feel like they’re a
part of something, and if you don’t keep delivering that feeling, they’ll turn their attention
elsewhere.
So the next time you log on to post your daily bit, take a few extra minutes to listen to
what your audience is saying and add to their conversations whenever you can.
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Turnaround Tips
• Take a few extra minutes each day to listen to what’s going on
with your fans and with the others you follow.
• Post a personalized “thank you” for every share, retweet, or
mention.
• Share cool links, images, or videos posted by those who follow
you.
• Celebrate achievements that your fans and peers post about—
anything from opening a new location to achieving a follower
count milestone.
• You know I have to say it: talk to your audience. Ask them if
they’re happy with your level of engagement or if you should be
doing more.
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Reason #9: You’re Abusing the Auto-Post
The Problem
There you were, sla-a-a-aving away in the daily social media grind. Post to the blog.
Post to Facebook. Post to Twitter. Post to LinkedIn. And just when you had it all down,
along come Google+, Pinterest, and goodness knows what all else.
Forehead, meet palm.
But wait ... what’s this? A way to post just once and have your share-worthy gems automatically get whisked away to the social network of your choice ... with just one touch of
a magical “Publish to All” button?
No, you weren’t dreaming—you just discovered the almighty auto-post. And baby, did
you ever use it. Like, a lot. Every day. Multiple times a day.
You never knew you could be this productive on social media ... and you never knew
how quickly you could slide into obscurity.

Which brings us to today’s top mistake: Over-doing auto-posting.
The Solution
Not since the sirens first warbled their haunting song to ancient Greek sailors has there
been a more alluring temptation than the auto-post. So easy, so convenient ... and if
over-used, so damaging.
Why? Because each social network is its own little eco-system, with its own rules
(written and unwritten), etiquette, and tacit expectations. Twitter has hashtags.
Facebook embeds photos. LinkedIn is all business, all the time. Google+ is all about
shared interests and making fun of people who are still on Facebook.
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My point is that when you expect a single post to resonate across all your networks,
it’s like expecting the same pair of shoes to perform on the basketball court, on a job
interview, and onstage with the Kirov Ballet.
Even worse, savvy social types can spot auto-posts a mile away ... and they do not look
upon them kindly.
So, if you want to avoid appearing uninspired—or, worse, lazy—write and publish your
posts the old-fashioned way: one network at a time.
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Turnaround Tips
• Take some time to really understand the style of each
individual social network, as if you were a sociologist
studying the social mores of a new civilization.
• Create a cheat-sheet to remind you about each network’s
norms and expectations, e.g., “No hashtags on Facebook.”
• By all means, continue to use multi-network tools like
HootSuite, TweetDeck, and others. They’re all incredibly
useful ... just handle that “publish to all” feature with care.
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Reason #10: No Images, No Video
The Problem
Polonius: What do you read, my lord?
Hamlet: Words, words, words.
		

(Hamlet, Act II, Scene 2)

... which is all well and good, if you happen to be blogging in 1603.
But here in 2013, if you’re relying solely on the written word to get your social groove
on—no matter how witty and engaging those words may be—you could be headed to
Ye Olde Dungeone of Obscurity.
Because today, even the most avid readers expect a visual component in their social
content ... and if they don’t get it from you, their eyes will wander elsewhere.

Which brings us to the final Reason Why Your Social Media Sucks:
you’re only posting text and ignoring the power of visuals.
The Solution
Recently social media agency Pandemic Labs published some surprising data regarding what fans like versus what brands are posting on Facebook. In the spirit of this
chapter, I’ll let the visual do the talking:
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And it’s not just on Facebook—all across the Web, users are crying out for more visuals
and rewarding those who deliver. Just look at the extraordinary rise of Pinterest and
you’ll get the idea.
So if your social media presence is starting to look like something only Hamlet would
love, it’s time to mix things up and get visual.
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Turnaround Tips
• Make sure that every blog post you publish has at least one
visual element. Invest in some quality stock photography (I
use Fotolia) for professional-looking images that can boost
your post to the next level. (Most pics are a bargain at less
than $2 apiece.)
• Commit to replacing one text-only blog post with a video at
least once a month. You’ll add some much-needed variety to
your social presence, plus you’ll give your audience a chance
to get to know you a little better.
• If you haven’t already, set up a Pinterest account and start
posting interesting images and videos that appeal to your
audience’s interest. (And not just your own stuff, please :-)
• As always, ask your audience what they’d like to see.
Chances are they have some great ideas to toss into your
visual bag of tricks.
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And There You Have It
Now you know the 10 most common mistakes that stand between businesses and total
awesomeness on social media. So, if you’ve discovered any that sound distressingly
familiar, review the Turnaround Tips that can help you get back on the track of the
social media rock stars.

Inspired? Here are a few next steps for you:
• To keep your social skills saber-sharp, I highly recommend subscribing to our Social
Media Tip of the Week Email (http://www.resonancecontent.com/social-media-tip-ofthe-week) and the Resonance Blog (http://www.resonancecontent.com/blog).
• If there’s anything I can help with, just drop me a line at
rachel@resonancecontent.com.
• Send me the link to your Facebook Page, your Twitter page, and all your social
media outposts so I can admire your growing amazingness!
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To learn more, visit:

http://resonancecontent.com

info@resonancecontent.com

Connect with us on:
http://resonancecontent.com/blog
http://twitter.com/resonancecont
http://fb.com/resonancecontent
http://linkedin.com/company/resonance-content-marketing
http://youtube.com/resonancesocialmedia
http://gplus.to/resonancesocial

